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Kubernetes Clusters 101

 They are made by three kind of nodes:

 Control plane: run Kubernetes server components

 etcd: distributed database used by Kubernetes

 Workers: where user workloads are executed

 Most of the times the control plane nodes are running etcd too



Kubernetes In Production

 There must be an odd number of etcd nodes

 For big clusters etcd instances should be run on dedicated nodes

 At least 3 control plane nodes



Upgrade Caveats

 All the nodes need special handling

 You can’t just reboot a node to apply patches:

 etcd: risk of breaking the quorum of the etcd cluster → break the 
Kubernetes cluster

 Worker nodes:

 If too many nodes are restarted at the same time the cluster might 
overload

 Some nodes might be executing long running processes (e.g.: ML 
computations)



SUSE CaaS Platform

 Kubernetes distribution from SUSE

 Supported from the Linux kernel all the way up to Kubernetes and 
its wide ecosystem

 Enterprise procedural guarantees as products like SUSE Linux 
Enterprise Server, SUSE Manager...



Bill Of Materials

 System packages:

 Unrelated from Kubernetes: sshd, grub2, linux-kernel,…

 Related with Kubernetes: kubelet, cri-o

 Containerized workloads:

 The whole control plane (api-server, scheduler, controller-
manager)

 Core add-ons (CNI, dex, gangway)



How We Handle Updates

 skuba-update: automatically handles updates of system packages

 Installs only non-interactive updates

 Creates a special file when one of the updates needs the node to 
be rebooted (eg: linux-kernel update)

 kured:

 Containerized workload running on each node of the cluster

 Handles reboots of the nodes to apply pending updates

 Avoids to break the cluster, interrupt long running computations



How We Handle Updates

 skuba:

 Doesn’t just simplify cluster creation, handles updates too

 Updates Kubernetes: both packages and containerized 
workloads

 Updates Kubernetes add-ons



Do You Need More Control?

 Kubernetes nodes (masters and workers) apply security patches in 
an unattended way.

 Are you fine taking packages straight from the updates 
repositories?

Kubernetes node

skuba-
update

SMT
RMT
SCC



What Is SUSE Manager?

Best-in-class open source infrastructure 
management solution designed to help 
your enterprise DevOps and IT Operations 
teams to: 

•Optimize operations while reducing costs

•Reduce complexity and regain control of 
IT assets

•Ensure compliance with internal security  
policies and external regulations 



SUSE Manager And k8s Clusters

Different Kubernetes clusters can be managed by SUSE Manager 



SUSE Manager And k8s Clusters

Under the hood, SUSE Manager uses Salt to interact 
with the Kubernetes cluster



SUSE Manager And k8s Clusters

Cluster node information is displayed in tables...



SUSE Manager And k8s Clusters

… or graphically



Single/Group Node Management

Idea: use SUSE Manager as the central management tool 
for all cluster nodes

Benefits:
 Single management tool for 

auditing, management and 
operations

 Re-use existing policies, 
repository, configuration, 
and infrastructure 
management

 GitOps deployment  



Single/Group Node Management

Idea: use SUSE Manager as the central management tool 
for all cluster nodes

Registration: download an execute the bootstrap.sh script from the 
SUSE Manager server

#cloud-config

[...]

runcmd:
 - curl -LO http://suse_manager_server/pub/bootstrap/bootstrap.sh
 - sh bootstrap.sh

cloud-init example



Single/Group Node Management

The registration takes care of downloading, configuring, and starting 
the Salt daemon (salt-minion) used by SUSE Manager for remote 
management of the cluster node

After registration 
is complete



Single/Group Node Management

System information at a glance



Single/Group Node Management

Single node patching 
information

Cluster view patching 
information



Single/Group Node Management

Salt configuration 
management can be applied 

to single node or whole cluster



Single/Group Node Management

Cherry-pick and promote 
patches and packages 
into staged channels

Channel Lifecycle Management



Single/Group Node Management

Overture: channel 
lifecycle management 

workflow



CaaSP And SUSE Manager





 By harnessing SUSE Manager’s 
channel lifecycle management, 
you can use staged software 
channels for different 
environments

 CaaSP automatic patching will 
use the available patches in 
the staged channels



CaaSP And SUSE Manager





SUSE Manager is integrated with 
CaaSP 

 Protects from issuing 
potentially destroying 
operations

 Manages the cluster by adding 
and removing cluster nodes



Single/Group Node Management

Automated node exporter 
provisioning for managed nodes

+
Provisioning of Prometheus and 

Grafana monitoring node
for SUSE Manager
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General Disclaimer

This document is not to be construed as a promise by any participating company to 
develop, deliver, or market a product.  It is not a commitment to deliver any material, 
code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing 
decisions.  SUSE makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents 
of this document, and specifically disclaims any express or implied warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose.  The development, release, and 
timing of features or functionality described for SUSE products remains at the sole 
discretion of SUSE.  Further, SUSE reserves the right to revise this document and to 
make changes to its content, at any time, without obligation to notify any person or 
entity of such revisions or changes. All SUSE marks referenced in this presentation are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of SUSE, LLC, Inc. in the United States and other 
countries.  All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 




